
RULES - TEAM EVENT
Art.1 - Team Event is an international parallel night team competition 
reserved for the U16 category of the National Federations, included in the 
ALPECIMBRA FIS CHILDREN CUP events. The race is held on Wednesday, 
January 29, 2020 and is organized by the ALPECIMBRA FIS CHILDERN CUP 
O.C..

Art.2 - The male and female categories for 2020 (ICR 607.3) are:
U16: competitors born in 2005/2004

Art.3 - The race slope will follow the rules for parallel races and will have 
then following technical data:

U16:  - n. 1 run for each competitor
 - vertical drop 60 m.
 - 1 red track on the left (from top to bottom)
 - 1 blue track to the right (from top to bottom)

The competitors are bound to put a homologated helmet for competitions 
that meets the specifications of FIS equipment. (See FIS Specifications 
for Competition Equipment Edition 2019/20 Art. 3.6)

Art.4 – Only official representative teams designated by the individual 
Federations may participate in the Alpine Team Event.
Each team can participate with up to 4 athletes in the U16 category (2f 
and 2m). (ICR 1212.2)
If the team does not reach the 4 athletes of the U16 category, it will be 
possible to add athletes of the U14 category to complete the number (NO 
MORE OF 2). Incomplete teams will not be admitted.
The athletes must be part of the national representatives registered in the 
races of GS and SL which will take place on January 31 Friday and Febuary 
1 Saturday 2020).
All the competitors must be members of their own National Ski Association. 
They must be insured and hold a written consent signed by their parents 
and an identity document. The National Ski Association must consent to 
their participation and guarantee that the regulation above is observed.

Art.5 - TIMING: will be taken the race times for all the competitors both in 
the elimination phase and in the final phase. The ranking of the eliminated 
or tied teams in the various heats of the final phase will be calculated adding 
the times of the athletes of the team. The nations with DSQ or DNF athletes 
that lose the heat, will be penalized with a time of 50 sec.

Art.6 - ELIMINATORY PHASE: : the starting order will be formed by the 
teams in alphabetical order.
On the parallel track for each team will start first the two females together 
and then the two males (eg. 1st nation L1 on blue track and L2 on red track, 
then M1 on blue track and M2 on red track and so on for each country)
The start will take place at the “free track”; for each competitor the time will 
be recorded. Each competitor will make a single run.
The ranking of the teams will be made by summing the times of the four 
athletes.

Art.7 - FINAL PHASE: from the result of the elimination phase will be taken 
the first 16 nations classified that will compose the panel of the final phase 
in this way:
Heat 1: Nation classified 1st   vs    Nation classified 16th (last)
Heat 2: Nation classified 8th   vs    Nation classified 9th
Heat 3: Nation classified 5th   vs    Nation classified 12th
Heat 4: Nation classified 4th   vs    Nation classified 13th
Heat 5: Nation classified 3rd   vs.   Nation classified 14th
Heat 6: Nation classified 6th   vs    Nation classified 11th
Heat 7: Nation classified 7th   vs    Nation classified 10th
Heat 8: Nation classified 2nd  vs    Nation classified 15th
 
Each individual leg between two opponents consists of one run.
The start order will be as follows (as an example for the Heat 1):

“Course Red” Nation 1 L1  against  “Course Blue” Nation 16 L1
“Course Red” Nation 1 M1  against  “Course Blue” Nation 16 M1
“Course Blue” Nation 1 L2  against  “Course Red” Nation 16 L2
“Course Blue” Nation 1 M2  against  “Course Red” Nation 16 M2
The blue course will be located on the skier’s right (ICR 1212.6)

The winner of each individual leg scores 1 point for his Nation. In case of a 
tie of an individual leg, both nations are awarded 1 point. If there is a tie at 
the end of the heat (2:2) the Nation with the lowest combined time of the 
best individual lady and the best individual man run time (or second best in 
case of a tie for the best time) will win the heat.
If both competitors fall in any leg, the first competitor to reach the finish 
successfully will be the winner. If both competitors fail to finish, the 
competitor who successfully skied the furthest distance will be the leg 
winner. (ICR 1212.7)

Art.8 - The classification for each Nation is made according of direct 
comparisons in the Heats, according to the following table:
1st Nation classified points 25     9th Nation classified points 8
2nd Nation classified points 20  10th Nation classified points 7
3rd Nation classified points 15   11th Nation classified points 6
4th Nation classified points 13   12th Nation classified points 5
5th Nation classified points 12   13th Nation classified points 4
6th Nation classified points 11   14th Nation classified points 3
7th Nation classified points 10   15th Nation classified points 2
8th Nation classified points 9   16th Nation classified points 1 

In case of tie the Nation that obtained the low sum of racing times is 
declared the winner.
In case of further tie the Nation with the highest quantity of victories 
obtained in the various Heats will be declared winner.

Art.9 - The following prizes will be awarded. 

CUP to the national team 1st classified 
CUP to the national team 2nd classified 
CUP to the national team 3rd classified 

Art.10 - The scores of the Alpine Team Event will be added to those 
obtained from the results of the GS and SL races to decree the winning 
nation of ALPECIMBRA FIS CHILDREN CUP.

Art.11 - The Organizing Committee is supervised by F.I.S. and F.I.S.I. Alpine 
Technical Delegates

Art.12 - The final entry form must be filled in and addressed to: 

A.S.D. TTS
ALPECIMBRA FIS CHILDREN CUP

49° CRITERIUM INTERNAZIONALE GIOVANI F.I.S.
Strada delle Tabarelle, 198 - 38123 Trento (Italy)

info@tts.tn.it

and must arrive not later than 8 a.m. on the 25th January 2020. The Jury 
keeps strictly to this date except in the case of postal delay. A preliminary 
entry form must be sent, by each National Ski Association not later than  
7th December 2019. The entries of the team (without names) must be 
received exclusively through the respective Federations. The teams must 
be composed of athletes who compete in the GS and SL races. 

Art.13 - Any protest must be presented in accordance with art. from 640 
to 647 of the I.C.R. - edition 2019. They must be written in writing and 
addressed to the Jury.

Art.14 - The program, which may change, will be as follows: 

WEDNESDAY, 29th JANUARY
10:00 am - 12:00 am  Bibs Distribution - Palaghiaccio Race Office
1:00 pm- 2:00 pm  Bibs Distribution - race’s finish.
   Slope Dosso della Madonna - Costa di   
   Folgaria 
2:00 pm – 2:20   Inspection Time 
2:30 pm   Start of the 1st Nation - eliminatory phase 
   Slope Dosso della Madonna - Costa di   
   Folgaria 
6:30 pm   Start of the final phase 16 teams – Heat 1
   Slope Dosso della Madonna - Costa di   
   Folgaria

SATURDAY, 1st February
3:00 pm    Prize giving ceremony


